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TECC EXAMPLE – MiFID Research Workshop (W13) 

Everyone wants to go long Vol in Europe but afraid of massive negative carry. Here is the trade with 
long vol and positive carry!! 

Looking at the 1y1y, 2y10y, 1y11y straddle vol triangle, the sum of the parts (1y1y and 2y10y 
straddles) is currently cheap to the whole (1y11y straddle) after adjusting for the forward curve and 
the vol term structure. Mechanically a 1y option into 11y swap looks very similar to a 1y option into 
a 1y swap plus a 2y option into a 10y swap where all the swaptions have the same strikes and 
notionals. The primary difference is the additional optionality at Year 2, which should be 
represented by the premium differential between the “parts” and “whole” of the swaption vol 
triangle. The market is currently pricing a relatively low value for the optionality at Year 2. 

Vega weighted Triangle vol 

Vega weighted vol ratio is low and gives a good enter level to the trade 

 

The steepness of the implied volatility term structure helps to explain some of the premium 
differential. Generally a steep vol term structure would suggest relatively high forward vol, which 
should point to a higher valuation for that additional optionality in the vol triangle.  

Triangle Vol vs Vol curve steepness….. shows fwd vol is cheap as compared to the steepness of the 
vol curve 
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We recommend buying 1y1y and 2y10y straddles against 1y11y straddles with equal notionals and 
matching strikes across all three legs as a relative value vol triangle trade. The trade carries positively 
and should benefit from additional steepening in the implied volatility term structure. 

Trade Details: EUR 1y1y+2y10y-1y11y Vol Triangle 

Buy 100m EUR 1y1y straddle, (k: 1.19%, atmf: -0.07%) 

Buy 100m EUR 2y10y straddle (k: 1.19%, atmf: 1.32%) 

Sell 100m EUR 1y11y straddle (k: 1.19%, atmf: 1.19%) 

• Premium: 304 cents (indicative mid), all vs Euribor 6m and physical settlement 
• After 6m, triangle will be worth 358 cents (indicative mid). 6m Carry/Roll: 54 cents 
• Risks: -1k Delta, -676 Gamma and +167k Vega for 10% change in Vol 

 1y1y vega: 2k 
 2y10y vega: 629k 
 1y11y vega: -464k 

 


